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...Real protection from cross infection from 
a truly low cost laryngoscope handle...
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Single uSe Skin Handle

Real protection from cross infection from a truly 
low cost laryngoscope handle... 

The Timesco Single use Skin (SuS) is a unique laryngoscope handle designed to be 
compatible with all Timesco eeS engines.  Works with Shakerscope, iOn and iOn R 
engines.  

The World’s only fully enclosed single use handle to work with kinetic, dry cell and 
rechargeable options. 

The engine is fully enclosed and protected within the handle.  With no moving parts 
the engine is totally sealed to eliminate fitting issues and maintenance and is a very 
low cost solution. The secure fit end cap protects the engines from cross infection. 

The head is internally keyed to accept all engines; Shakerscope, iOn and iOn R. 

The lens for the led in the engine is built into the one piece handle design so the 
handle provides a completely sealed environment for the engine, protecting it from 
any possible contamination.

unique on/off button instead of the traditional “push down” collar, avoids inconsistent 
fitting of handles and blades and light loss from worn, sticking or poor fitting collars.  
The button is elongated to prevent light flare from the led.
 
a rigid metal bar provides secure fitting for iSO 7376 compatible laryngoscope 
blades.  The handle is extremley strong and will not break under normal use.

Clear, transparent design, which is clearly marked ‘Single use’, allows visualisation of the engine inside to see if it is 
kinetic, dry cell or rechargeable and to identify the relevant instructions for use.

Compatible with all Timesco eeS engines:  Shakerscope, iOn and iOn R engines.  

The Single use Skins are supplied in boxes of 25, 

in easy-tear polythene pouches.
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